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Abstract12

Water exploitation for energy production from Small Hydropower Plant (SHP)13

is increasing despite human pressure on freshwater already being very in-14

tense in several countries. Preserving natural rivers thus requires deeper15

understanding of the global (i.e., ecological and economic) efficiency of flow-16

diversion practice. In this work, we show that the global efficiency of SHP17

river intakes can be improved by non-proportional flow-redistribution poli-18

cies. This innovative dynamic water allocation defines the fraction of water19

released to the river as a nonlinear function of river runoff. Three swiss SHP20

case studies are considered to systematically test the global performance of21

such policies, under both present and future hydroclimatic regimes. The en-22

vironmental efficiency is plotted versus the economic efficiency showing that23

efficient solutions align along a (Pareto) frontier, which is entirely formed24

by non-proportional policies. On the contrary, other commonly used dis-25

tribution policies generally lie below the Pareto frontier. This confirms the26

existence of better policies based on non-proportional redistribution, which27

should be considered in relation to implementation and operational costs.28

Our results recommend abandoning static (e.g., constant-minimal-flow) poli-29

cies in favour of non-proportional dynamic ones towards a more sustainable30

use of the water resource, also considering changing hydroclimatic scenarios.31
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1. Introduction34

Small Hydropower Plants (SHP) are a class of low-capacity (typically35

lower than 10 MW) energy production power plants often based on either flow36

diversion from water intakes or run-of-the-river water use concepts. When-37

ever there is water diversion from the river, and depending on the opera-38

tional policy, a residual flow is generally released downstream the intake.39

In part driven by the fear of a Fukushima scenario and in view of limit-40

ing carbon emissions from fossil fuel power generation, energy production is41

turning to renewable sources. Among others, SHP installations are growing42

although the installed global (i.e., all power plant types) hydropower po-43

tential in some countries already exceeds 70% of the feasible potential (e.g.,44

USA and Switzerland, see Figure 1). Some other country, e.g the United45

Kingdoms, currently uses less than 60% of its potential. Indeed, due to both46

economic reasons and limitations of technology, sites with lower hydraulic47

heads or power outputs were not considered as suitable for energy produc-48

tion in the past. This offers some interesting development opportunities for49

the future provided that environmentally friendly solutions are adopted for50

further exploitation of freshwater resources. In this work we show how the51

global (i.e. economic and environmental) performance of flow-diversion prac-52

tice for feeding SHPs can be improved by engineering a new class of dynamic53

residual flow policies, and will show this on three real SHP case studies.54

We focus on SHPs without significant storage capacity, which withdraw55

water from an intake installed at a specific river transect, and return it down-56

stream below the power house (Figure 2). Among SHPs, the latter is the57

scheme with the highest environmental impact in terms of affected river-58

ine corridor length. In the majority of the cases, SHPs also apply residual59

flow policies set to constant minimal amounts (minimum flow release, hence-60

forth referred to as MFR). Politically simple to define, MFR policies have61

no specific ecological basis, and their extensive use systematically affected62

first the morphology and then the ecosystem of river corridors (Poff et al.,63

2007; Moyle and Mount, 2007). As today’s society acknowledges the value64

of ecosystem services under resource exploitation (Arthington et al., 2006),65

the classic MFR policy is not sustainable anymore (Poff et al., 2010). Hence,66

dynamic environmental flow releases mimicking the natural flow regime vari-67

ability have recently been suggested as preferable (e.g. Basso and Botter68
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Figure 1: Worldwide consumption of hydropower energy potentials. A detailed view of
selected European countries is also provided. Up-to-date (2016) installed vs potential SHP
power capacities for Africa (580 vs 12198 MW), Americas (7864 vs 44161 MW), Asia (7231
vs 120588 MW), Europe (18685 vs 32943 MW), Oceania (447 vs 1206 MW) are available
in detail from UNIDO (2016).

(2012); Perona et al. (2013)) in order to cope with the ecosystem resilience69

to perturbations and reduce the risk of critical transitions to different statis-70

tical equilibrium states (Scheffer, 2009; Scheffer et al., 2012). Such dynamic71

redistribution practices (called ”proportional” from now on) consist of the72

release of a certain percentage of the total flow to the environment (e.g.,73

20%, 30%) while exploiting the remaining fraction up to the plant nominal74

capacity. Although innovative and beneficial for the environment compared75

to minimal-flow, proportional policies suffer from the fact that the percentage76

of redistribution is, by definition, independent of the incoming flow carried77

by the river.78

In order to find more efficient redistribution rules, non-proportional poli-79

cies have been proposed (Perona et al., 2013; Gorla and Perona, 2013) and80

their global efficiency preliminary investigated by Gorla (2014) and Razurel81

et al. (2016). In contrast to proportional policies, the fraction of water re-82

leased to the environment is defined by a non-linear function which depends83

on the value of the incoming flow . The conceptual basis of non-proportional84

redistribution is the paradigm of sustainable development, which recognizes85

the right of applying limited human pressure to the environment (Arthing-86

ton et al., 2006). Hence, the more flexible the redistribution rule is, the87

more efficient the use of water by the riverine ecosystem will be. In this88

paper we extend the work of Razurel et al. (2016) by first improving the de-89
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Figure 2: SHP schematics and the corresponding river reach affected by reduced water
variability. The two panels on the right show the Graphical User Interface (GUI) devel-
oped to perform the numerical simulations. In the top panel the user enters the natural
hydrograph used as an input for the model. On the bottom panel, the different water
allocation policies simulated by the model can be selected.

scription of the ecohydrological indicators; second, we numerically simulate90

hundreds of thousands of non-proportional policies and show that Pareto91

efficient redistribution rules (i.e., the Pareto frontier) are indeed made by92

non-proportional policies; third, we perform a sensitivity analysis on the93

weight used to compute the ecohydrological indicator. We show the results94

for three Swiss case studies also under the effect of changing hydroclimatic95

scenarios. Potentially, these policies may be successfully applied to any river96

intake structures, which are primarily used to intercept and divert water from97

the main stream to serve, as either a storage reservoir or directly for a human98

use.99

2. Methodology and data description100

2.1. Non-proportional water allocation policies101

The problem of defining the optimal water allocation for dammed systems102

(Castelletti et al., 2007; Soncini-Sessa et al., 1999; Niayifar and Perona, 2017)103
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clearly simplifies for water intakes with negligible storage capacity. With104

reference to Figure 2, let us assume that the fraction Q1(t) of the total105

incoming flow I(t) at the intake is delivered to the power house. By virtue106

of the conservation law, the difference107

Q2(t) = I(t) −Q1(t) (1)108

will be allocated to the riparian ecosystem. The environmental utility for109

using that water has been shown to be indirectly evaluated by the human110

use benefit function (Perona et al., 2013). The optimal water allocation can111

be identified by evaluating which redistribution rule maximizes the global112

(i.e., economic and environmental) benefits obtained by assigning Q1(t) to113

the power house and Q2(t) to the environment over a reference time frame114

(Gorla and Perona, 2013).115

With the purpose of systematically exploring a large number of water116

allocation policies representing both proportional and non-proportional re-117

distribution rules, Razurel et al. (2016) introduced a class of nonlinear func-118

tions (Gorla, 2014) by modifying the Fermi-Dirac distribution well known119

in quantum physics (Lifshitz and Landau, 1984). Other ways could have120

been used to define the non-proportional allocation function but this one has121

been chosen because it comprises many reasonable redistributions in a simple122

mathematical function, which is also parsimonious in the number of involved123

parameters. Thus, the fraction of water that is released to the environment124

is defined by the following equation:125

f(x) =

[
1 −M − Y

exp[a(x− b)] + c

]
(j − i) + i (2)126

with M = A
A−1

, Y = (1 − M)[exp(−ab) + c] and A = exp(−ab)+c
exp[a(1−b)]+c

. This127

function allows the generation of water allocation policies by varying only128

few parameters (i, j, a, b), as hereafter described. The parameters i and j are129

used to set the bound of the Fermi function. The parameter i ranges within130

[0;1] and represents the fraction of water left in the river at the beginning131

of the competition (I = Imin). The parameter j ranges also within [0;1] and132

correspond to the fraction of the incoming flow rate left in the river at the133

end of the competition (I = Imax). Non-proportional allocation starts for an134

incoming flow rate Imin = Qmfr + Qmec, where Qmfr represents the minimal135

flow release and Qmec is the minimum flow required to activate the turbines;136

below Imin, all the water goes to the environment. Initially, a fraction i of137
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the dimensionless flow x = I−Imin

Imax−Imin
above 0 (for I = Imin) is allocated to138

the environment as139

Q2 = f(x) · (I − Imin) + Qmfr, (3)140

the minimal flow requirement being thus always guaranteed. The competi-141

tion ends at an incoming flow rate Imax = QN−Qmec

1−j
+ Qmfr + Qmec, when142

the nominal power of the turbine is reached at Q1 = QN . Therefore, for143

Imin < Q < Imax the water is dynamically allocated between the environ-144

ment and the hydropower plant, depending on the value of the incoming145

flow I. At the end of the competition, j < 1 is the fraction of x left to the146

environment (see also Razurel et al. (2016) for details). Beyond Imax, river147

discharge exceeding QN is allocated to the environment spilling.148

When i = j the model generates proportional repartition rules. In this149

particular case, the quantity of water Q2 allocated to the river is a fixed150

percentage (e.g., 10%, 20%) of the water inflow I in addition to the minimal151

flow requirement. The parameter a allows a variation of the smoothness of152

the transition between the environmental water allocation i relative to low153

flows and j relative to high flows (see Figure 3). In the limit of a very large154

a, one obtains a steep-like transition. Conversely, a small a yields a linear155

interpolation between i and j. By varying the parameter b, one introduces156

a change of concavity and controls the position of the inflection point. If157

the change of concavity is outside the interval [Imin, Imax], one obtains either158

a convex or a concave function. Finally, the parameter c gives the overall159

shape of the curve. Gray curves in Figure 3 show a representative sample of160

feasible non-proportional water repartition rules given by Equation 2. These161

were obtained from 36 combinations of a and b, while fixing i and j. Pink162

curves correspond to the same 36 combinations of a and b, but are obtained163

by inverting i and j.164

2.2. Ecohydrological indicators165

River rehabilitation often relies on restoring a more natural flow regime166

(Petts, 2009; Bartholow, 2010), which suggests that optimal flow releases167

should be dynamic and show a variability similar to that of the natural168

flow regime (Poff et al., 1997). We propose to evaluate the environmental169

performance of the dynamic releases by building a dimensionless synthetic170

ecohydrological indicator. In particular, this joins the assessment provided by171

the Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration proposed by Richter et al. (Richter172
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Figure 3: Example of non-proportional repartition rules obtained with the modified Fermi
function (Eq. 2). The gray curves show an example of 36 non-proportional functions
obtained for different combination of the parameters a and b while i and j are fixed (i <
j).The pink curves correspond to the same combinations of a and b but parameters i and
j are inverted (i > j).

et al., 1996) with an evaluation of the habitat availability for fish (Figure173

4). Other indicators like the hydro-morphological index of diversity (HMID)174

developed by Gostner et al. (2013a) exist, and have already been applied to175

real case studies (Gostner et al., 2013b). Their choice is a valid alternative,176

which depend, however, on river morphological complexity and general data177

availability.178

The 32 Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration (IHA) proposed by Richter et179

al. (1996) are an effective attempt to quantify the variability of the natural180

flow dynamics and deviations from it for altered flow regimes. Coherently181

with this idea we use the IHAs to minimize the ”hydrologic distance” (in182

terms of Rate of non Attainment (RnA) and Coefficient of Variation (CV))183

between natural conditions and the flow regime resulting from every regu-184
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corresponds to a remarkable change in the slope of the curve. c) Generation of the di-
mensionless and synthetic ecohydrological indicator Eco from hydrologic (Hyd) and fish-
habitat (Hab) information.

lation policy, as detailed in Gorla and Perona (2013). We recall here that185

the RnA is defined as the fraction of simulated years in which each IHA falls186

outside a range defined from the natural flow regime (for each IHA).187

From RnA(k) and CV (k) we compute the indicators Hyd1sim and Hyd2sim188

by first intra- and subsequently inter-groups of arithmetic means of the IHA189

(see Gorla and Perona (2013) and Razurel et al. (2016) for details),190

Hyd1sim = 1 − E
[
(RnAsim(k) −RnAnat(k))2

]
, (4)191

Hyd2sim = 1 − E
[
(CVsim(k) − CVnat(k))2

]
, (5)192

where k refers to each of the 32 IHA.193

In addition to hydrologic alteration, habitat availability also plays an im-194

portant role in species protection. This can be assessed by modelling habitat195

preference curves generally obtained from river surveys and hydraulic mea-196

surements (Milhous et al., 1984a; Maddock, 1999; Bloesch et al., 2005). In197

the three projects considered in this work, surveys were made on the river198

reaches impacted by reduced flow with PHABSIM (Physical Habitat Simu-199

lation) (Milhous et al., 1984b). Fishing being the main ecosystem of interest200
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in our case, Weighted Usable Areas (WUA) curves were computed for one201

dominant fish species, the brown trout, discriminating between juveniles and202

adults (EcoControl, 2013, 2011, 2012). This method was chosen according to203

the available data, mainly the hydrograph. Figure 4b shows a qualitative ex-204

ample of the preference curve resulting from PHABSIM method. A common205

practice to define static threshold, like Qmfr, is to define a breaking point,206

intended as significant changes of the WUA curve slope, and to consider it as207

the limit above which a further increase in environmental flow is marginally208

low. As this method represents a static concept, we improve and extend its209

use for evaluating dynamic flow releases. We assume that fish stress due to210

inadequate combination of substrate, water depth and speed, is more rele-211

vant when prolonged in time (Payne, 2003). We use the original WUA curves212

reproducing empirical data and the breaking points recommended in the of-213

ficial project reports in order to identify the threshold (blue line in Figure214

4b). Eventually, we quantify the number of consecutive days the environ-215

mental release is below the threshold and use this as a proxy for fish habitat216

conditions.217

Hab1sim and Hab2sim thus represent the maximal number of consecutive218

days, computed over the whole simulation time, characterized by flows under219

the critical thresholds identified by breakpoints, for juveniles and adults,220

respectively. Such thresholds were fixed equal to 1.2 [m3/s] for young fish221

and 0.73 [m3/s] for adults in Buseno, 0.50 [m3/s] for both categories in222

Cauco, and 0.55 [m3/s] for young fish in Ponte Brolla, where impacts on223

adults were considered as negligible (EcoControl, 2013, 2011, 2012).224

We then aggregate Hyd1sim and Hyd2sim into two hydrological sub-225

indicators, E1 and E2, bounded between 0 and 1 as226

E1 = 1 − Hyd1sim −Hyd1min

Hyd1max −Hyd1min

;E2 = 1 − Hyd2sim −Hyd2min

Hyd2max −Hyd2min

. (6)227

The indicators with subscript min and max correspond to the scenarios228

having the minimal and maximal impact on the river, respectively; in this229

work they correspond to the natural flow regime (no-impact) and to the230

minimal flow requirement policy.231

Similarly, we aggregate Hab1sim and Hab2sim into two fish habitat avail-232

ability sub-indicators, E3 and E4,233

9



E3 = 1 − Hab1sim −Hab1min

Hab1max −Hab1min

;E4 = 1 − Hab2sim −Hab2min

Hab2max −Hab2min

. (7)234

The hydrological indicator Hyd is calculated by doing the weighted geo-235

metric average of the sub-indicators E1 and E2,236

Hyd = ew1·lnE1+w2·lnE2 , (8)237

where w1 and w2 = 1 − w1 are the weighting factors of E1 and E2.238

The exponential form is used here as a convenient way of representing the239

weighted geometrical mean.240

The fish habitat indicator Hab is calculated by doing the weighted geo-241

metric average of the sub-indicators E3 and E4,242

Hab = ew3·lnE3+w4·lnE4 , (9)243

where w3 and w4 = 1 − w3 are the weighting factors of E3 and E4.244

The indicators Hyd and Hab are finally aggregated to calculate the di-245

mensionless synthetic ecohydrological indicator Eco,246

Eco = ew5·lnHyd+w6·lnHab, (10)247

where w5 and w6 = 1 − w5 are the weighting factors of Hyd and Hab.248

Weights should be defined case-by-case, on the basis of expert’s opinion249

and considering the status of the specific riparian ecosystem. In this work we250

chose not to express preferences and weighted all the indicators as equally251

important in all numerical simulations (Richter et al., 1996, 1997). How-252

ever, in order to explore how weighting impact the results, we performed a253

sensitivity analysis for the weighting factor w5.254

Table 1: List and parameters of the three case studies considered in this work.

Location Catchment Head Turbine QN Qmfr1 Qmfr2 Power Energy
type Production

[km2] [m] [m3/s] [m3/s] [m3/s] [kW ] [GWh]
Buseno 120 66.5 Cross-flow 4.5 0.38 0.60 2340 8.8
Cauco 89 49.9 Cross-flow 3.5 0.315 0.60 1390 5.0
Ponte Brolla 592 39.5 2 x Francis 12 0.55 0.86 1900 13.9
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2.3. Case studies255

We chose three small hydropower case studies (henceforth denominated256

Buseno, Cauco, and Ponte Brolla) located in Southern Switzerland, whose257

details are reported in Tab.1. For the three case studies we compared the258

effects of the following sub-classes of water allocation policies: (i) scenarios259

MFR1 and MFR2, representing traditional minimal flow requirement poli-260

cies with one or two thresholds (the second one is introduced to increase261

the minimal flow value from April 1st to September 30th), respectively Qmfr1262

and Qmfr2 defined in Table 1; (ii) dynamic flow releases, proportional to I(t)263

(fixed percentages going from 10% to 50% with a step of 5%); (iii) dynamic264

flow releases, non-proportional to I(t) (flow-dependent, variable percentages265

as previously described). In particular, the non-proportional water alloca-266

tion policies were obtained by varying i and j from 0.02 to 0.70 with 0.01267

increment, a from 2 to 8 with step equal to 2, b from 0 to 1 with step 1/8,268

and considering c constant and equal to 1, for a total of 168912 considered269

alternatives. The minimal flow requirement Qmfr1 was enforced by law and270

was therefore always guaranteed for each simulated scenarios.271

We used 29 years of streamflow data measured by the Swiss Federal Of-272

fice for the Environment as natural inflows I(t) to evaluate scenarios in the273

period 1983 − 2011. For Cauco and Ponte Brolla, power plant locations274

along the river are not the same as the locations from which the historic flow275

series have been obtained. We therefore transposed streamflows measured276

at Buseno (https://www.hydrodaten.admin.ch/fr/2474.html) and Bignasco277

(https://www.hydrodaten.admin.ch/fr/2475.html) gauging stations using a278

surface ratio by rescaling them to the respective catchment areas (Ding-279

man and Dingman, 1994; Brutsaert, 2005). The dependence of hydropower280

production B1 on river discharge Q1 was approximated by a 2nd degree poly-281

nomial equation B1 = m ·Q2
1 +p ·Q1 +q, with m, p, and q depending on each282

plant turbine and associated to a fitting law showing a fitting correlation283

coefficient R2 larger than 0.9 (see Gorla (2014) for details).284

2.4. Climate change impact on streamflow285

The effect of climatic changes on water availability for the the periods286

2020-49 and 2070-99 has been obtained by considering the emission RCP 6.0287

scenario (Flato et al., 2013), which has been extensively applied to project288

future climate in several alpine regions of Switzerland. In brief, this scenario289

foresees by the end of the century a mean global increase of Earth surface290

temperature of about 2.8◦C during summer, with a possible range of +1.7291
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to +4.5◦C in Alpine Swiss Cantons. The expected winter temperature vari-292

ations are approximately 2◦C smaller. The projected precipitation regime293

is even more uncertain given the present inherent stochasticity of the phe-294

nomenon (Brönnimann et al., 2014). Overall, streamflows are expected to295

increase in magnitude in the period 2020 − 2049 due to the melting and296

shrinking of alpine glaciers. This scenario will progressively move to a nivo-297

pluvial flow regime in the period 2070 − 2099 characterized by higher flows298

during late winter, early spring time. Those changes are shown in Figure299

5. A recent report (Job et al., 2011) describes the evolution of the Gornera300

basin (located in Southern Switzerland near the considered catchments) in301

response to such changes and to stored ice and snow in the basin. We con-302

sidered this scenario as representative for the three basins chosen and based303

on that we generated time series of daily streamflow expected for the periods304

2020 − 2049 and 2070 − 2099 for each each basin (e.g. see Gorla (2014)).305
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Figure 5: Changes in the mean annual hydrograph for medium and long term under the
considered climate scenario RCP 6.0 (Flato et al., 2013) for the three different case studies:
Buseno, Cauco and Ponte Brolla.

2.5. Development of a Graphical User Interface and Numerical Simulations306

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) (Figure 2) has been developed using307

the software Matlab to facilitate the data treatment and the selection of308

the optimal water allocation functions among the different scenarios (non-309

proportional, proportional and MFRs repartition rules). For each scenario,310

the energy production and the ecohydrological indicators were computed311
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based on the generated flows As a result, the efficiency graph, showing the312

mean annual energy produced during the analyzed period versus the ecohy-313

drological indicator, was plotted. The Pareto front, representing the ensem-314

ble of optimal water allocation scenarios, was identified and enhanced with315

a red line in the efficiency plot. More details are provided in Appendix.316

3. Results317

3.1. Efficiency plot and selection of optimal scenarios318

Figure 6 shows the performances of Buseno hydropower plant in terms319

of efficiency plot for all the 168912 water repartition rules obtained from320

Equation 2. Each gray and pink point of the efficiency plot corresponds to321

a non-proportional repartition policy, and can thus be compared to more322

classic scenarios, e.g. based on minimal flow requirement and proportional323

water allocation policies.324

As expected, scenario MFR1 has the highest hydropower production and325

the lowest environmental performance. The scenario MFR2 in Buseno, in326

which the minimal release is increased from April 1st to September 30th to327

a second fixed threshold, shows a reduction of hydropower production by328

3.4% and an increase of ecohydrological indicators by 2.5% with respect to329

the performances of MFR1. This scenario may be improved by applying330

proportional repartition rules. Among these, the one that leaves 10% of the331

incoming flow to the environment preserves the energy production of scenario332

MFR2, while increasing the ecohydrological benefits by 4.7%.333

However, the benefits obtained with the 10% proportional rule, can still334

be improved by moving vertically or horizontally toward the Pareto frontier,335

enhancing the ecohydrological indicators and the energy produced, respec-336

tively. A notable result is that the Pareto frontier is entirely composed by337

non-proportional repartition rules (henceforth referred to as ”efficient”). It338

is worth recalling here that, at the Pareto frontier, it is not possible to im-339

prove a scenario by making an indicator better without making another one340

worse. For this power plant, changing a proportional repartition rule with an341

efficient one (i.e., that lies on the Pareto frontier) causes a 5% hydropower342

production average improvement and a 3% improvement for the ecohydrolog-343

ical indicators. These percentages were obtained, with reference to Figure 6,344

by moving vertically and horizontally from proportional alternatives towards345

points located on the Pareto frontier.346
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Similar results are obtained for Cauco power plant, but not for the one in347

Ponte Brolla, as shown in the left-hand side panels of Figure 7. For the latter348

case, proportional repartition rules perform already well and the ecohydro-349

logical indicator resulting from the simulated alternatives is already high,350

thus making the improvement almost negligible, (the potential improvement351

of using efficient non-proportional distribution to replace proportional distri-352

bution is between 0.0% and 0.1%). This is mainly due to the fact that, in353

Ponte Brolla, habitat thresholds (the blue line shown in Figure 4b) turned354

out to be lower than Qmfr because of the particular canyoning morphology355

of the regulated reach, where a minimal flow release also guarantees fish356

survival. Consequently, among the indicators, mainly the hydrologic one357

(i.e., Hyd) concurred to the definition of the global ecohydrological indicator358

Eco. This result is consistent with that shown by the sensitivity analysis359

performed while changing the weights used to build the ecohydrological indi-360

cator (shown ahead). That is, results similar to Ponte Brolla power plant can361

be obtained for both Cauco and Buseno in the limit of non considering the362

fish habitat availability. A backwards control on sub-indicators and Fermi’s363

functions (see e.g. subplots in Figure 6) should also be done case-by-case on364

the basis of experts opinions in order to check the soundness of interesting365

alternatives.366

3.2. Climate change scenarios367

Our study shows that a general increase in hydropower production is368

foreseen for the periods 2020− 2049 and 2070− 2099 for all the three basins369

(Figure 7). This right shift toward higher energy production of the efficiency370

plot can be explained by an increase of streamflow from 2020 to 2049 and371

a seasonal temporal shift of water availability in the period 2070 − 2099,372

as predicted by climate models (Figure 5). While the aftermath of glacier373

melting in 2020−2049 is obvious as far as energy production is concerned, the374

effects of higher winter and spring precipitation expected in the second three375

decades requires an explanation. The latter regime sees a flattening of the376

current river hydrograph with a strong reduction of the summer maximum.377

As a consequence of such redistribution of water availability during the year,378

the number of days when turbines can be activated will increase, as the flow379

necessary for the turbine to operate, Qmec, will be reached more often. The380

impact of climate change on the number of possible operation hours at QN381

per year is more uncertain, especially if no storage is available.382
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Table 2: Quantification of the averaged improvements for the alternatives shown in Figure
7. They were obtained by replacing proportional repartition rules with efficient non-
proportional ones, improving one indicator at a time.

Foreseen amelioration of non-proportional policies

Case study
1983-2012 2020-2049 2070-2099
Eco HP Eco HP Eco HP

Buseno 3.1% 2.4% 4.6% 2.2% 1.8% 1.9%
Cauco 8.6% 1.0% 19.8% 1.0% 22.8% 0.8%
Ponte Brolla 0.1% 2.3% 0.1% 2.6% 0.0% 0.3%

The ecological effects of regulation under climate change are complex and383

must be analyzed case-by-case. While an exception can be made for Ponte384

Brolla, where river morphology always guarantees good habitat availabil-385

ity (even under low-flow MFR scenario), both Buseno and Cauco will see a386

worsening of both the proportional and constant flow release policies with387

respect to non-proportional ones. Table 2 presents the average improvements388

obtained by moving from proportional to efficient non-proportional reparti-389

tions located on the Pareto frontier, for the three case studies and the three390

time periods. The results show that gains can be obtained through the use of391

optimal allocation rules for the three case studies. For Buseno, the potential392

gain in ecohydrological indicator goes from 1.8% for the period 1983-2012393

to 4.6% for the period 2020-2049. The foreseen amelioration of the energy394

production is around 2% for the three considered periods. The most impor-395

tant results concerning the ecohydrological indicator are those obtained for396

Cauco. Indeed, the foreseen amelioration of the ecohydrological indicator397

goes from 8.6% for the period 1983-2012 to 22.8% for the period 2070-2099.398

However, the potential gain in energy production is around 1%, which is399

lower than the two other case studies on average. Ponte Brolla shows the400

lowest gain in ecohydrological indicator, less than 1%, but the improvement401

of the energy production for the periods 1983-2012 and 2020-2049 are close402

to Buseno. These scenarios are valid assuming that even though the mor-403

phology of single river banks is dynamic, average fish habitat conditions in a404

river reach will not change over the considered time horizon.405
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4. Discussion406

4.1. Role of ecohydrological indicator and sensitivity analysis407

Figure 8 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis performed for the408

three case studies: (a) Buseno, (b) Cauco and (c) Ponte Brolla. For each of409

the three plots, the two weighting factors w1 and w3 were set to 0.5 while410

the third factor w5 was progressively increased from 0 to 1 with a step of411

0.001. Thus the only parameter that was changed is the weighting of the412

hydrological indicator Hyd and the fish habitat indicator Hab to compute the413

final ecohydrological indicator Eco. For each combination of factors, a new414

efficiency plot is computed. The corresponding average amelioration in both415

ecohydrological indicator and energy production when replacing proportional416

rules by non-proportional ones were thus calculated and shown on the Y-axis417

of the plot.418

Notably, the sensitivity analysis shows some different results depending419

on the case study. As far as Buseno (Figure 8 (a)) is concerned, the aver-420

age improvement of the ecohydrological indicator (red curve) with respect421

to proportional policies is decreasing when the weighting of the hydrological422

indicator is bigger than the habitat one, i.e. more weight is given to the423

hydrological indicator. The gain of energy production (blue curve) starts424

decreasing when w5 is above 0.6. This shows that giving a superior weight to425

the hydrological indicator leads to a reduction in the power production gain.426

For Cauco (Figure 8 (b)), the same tendency is observed for the environmen-427

tal gain. However, the variation of the power production as a function of the428

weighting factor w5 shows some fluctuations. In contrast to Buseno, no clear429

tendency is observed. The results for Ponte Brolla (Figure 8 (c)) are differ-430

ent and the improvements of the power production and the ecohydrological431

indicator are constant, independently of the value of w5. This is explained432

by the fact that for this specific case, the minimal flow release MFR is always433

greater than the value of the threshold defined to calculate the fish habitat434

indicator. Thus, the indicator Hab is always set to the constant maximum435

value. The order of magnitude of the power production gain is comparable436

to the other stations but the environmental gain is lower.437

The absolute value of the ecohydrological indicator has to be interpreted438

carefully since there is no other previous study applying the same methodol-439

ogy to combine the hydrological and fish habitat suitability indicators. The440

indicator has been built to evaluate how far from the natural series each441

scenario is, a value of 1 corresponding to the natural condition. Thus, we442
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are more interested in the comparison of the different allocation scenarios443

and the results we are showing are more focused on the relative gain that444

may be obtained by using non-proportional policies. We show a method to445

choose the optimal distribution functions by comparing all the possible dis-446

tribution methods. The sub-indicators have been chosen according to the447

available data, being mainly the natural hydrograph and the characteristics448

of the power plant, but may be improved if more data are available. The449

allocation rules we are presenting in the paper (non-proportional) have not450

been implemented yet so there are no empirical data available that allows a451

comparison between the pre-impact and post-impact systems.452

4.2. General considerations and recommendations453

Managing water resources to their maximal extent in Alpine countries will454

necessarily force people to be aware that each unit of energy is generated at455

some expense of the ecology of the riverine ecosystem. As a consequence, all456

the feasible measures to improve in efficiency should be taken into considera-457

tion together with implementation costs. Some costs are very much country458

dependent and this aspect is not addressed in this work, being beyond the459

scope of the work. However, the implementation costs for generating dynamic460

flow releases are worth a few comments.461

This work showed that gains in hydropower production and ecohydro-462

logical indicator could be made on average by replacing proportional water463

allocation policies (today’s best practice though not yet widespread) with464

non-proportional ones located on the Pareto frontier (Table2). Improving465

both criteria, such increments must be considered as actual win-win solutions.466

These results are based on testing non-proportional redistribution rules on467

only three homogeneous SHP case studies limited to the Swiss environment468

and its socio-economic context. We showed that the potential improvement469

lies in the wider range of non-proportional repartition rules, with respect to470

traditional policies. Moreover, Figure 6 demonstrates how classic minimal471

flow requirement approaches (MFR1 and MFR2) can be improved, mainly472

in term of ecohydrological benefit, by applying non-proportional policies even473

more than by applying proportional ones (both dynamic). Considering the474

environment as an independent water user (Perona et al., 2013), with specific475

needs and features, is thus the key to obtaining efficient environmental flow476

releases. Such rules will generally result in being non-proportional and flow-477

dependent. In fact, while the efficiency curve of a turbine does not change478

throughout the year, the environmental use of water follows seasonal trends.479
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This could easily be added in the model and weighted case-by-case when480

specific ecological information is available. Increasing the number of case481

studies would statistically strengthen the results and suggest more general482

rules to understand which power plants can actually be improved in global483

performances. This can be challenging to show, particularly because data484

are often not easily available.485

In this work, we decided to express the economical indicator as the Energy486

Production in GWh. This study focuses on Small hydropower plants without487

storage, hence, this suggests that the optimal strategy would be to always488

turbine the water diverted according to the chosen allocation rule. However,489

a further improvement would consist in considering the variability of the490

electricity market price. This could be made by changing the dimensionless491

variable x of the Fermi function (Eq. 2) so it does not depend only on the492

flow rate but also on the market price. Thereby, the value of the produced493

hydropower production would be optimised (Pereira-Cardenal et al., 2016).494

Energy provision from renewable sources is a sign of human being respon-495

sibility, which however requires a strong harmonisation among social, eco-496

nomic and political parts. The question of how to implement non-proportional497

flow release rules has not been addressed in this work. However, our present498

research started to address this problem, particularly looking at suitable hy-499

draulic infrastructures that may generate Fermi function redistribution rules500

at zero energy costs (Bernhard and Perona, 2017). This is highly desirable501

in order to pursue innovation not only from an intelligent technological in-502

frastructure point of view, but also from a sustainable one.503

5. Conclusions504

This work shows a simple and innovative numerical approach for defining505

sustainable and efficient environmental flow releases in river reaches of SHP506

without storage. The method has been tested on real data and constraints,507

and could be adopted as a prompt answer to the actual need to conciliate en-508

vironmental protection and growth of hydropower production. A convenient509

class of functions, developed by Gorla (2014) and Razurel et al. (2016), was510

here comprehensively tested as a practical tool for exploring a representative511

sample of dynamic flow releases. Such functions provide a direct link between512

the practice of comparing different environmental flow policies, in particular513

those using fixed percentages of the incoming flows (proportional) and those514

with variable splits between diverted and released flows (non-proportional).515
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The Pareto frontier is obtained from the simulated alternatives for each case516

study and it shows that non-proportional rules are generally more efficient517

than traditional ones, both proportional and static. It was shown that when518

applying efficient non-proportional repartition rules for regulating the run519

of the river hydropower plants, ameliorations in hydropower and ecohydro-520

logical performances can be attained, with respect to proportional policies.521

Although the three case studies are located in Switzerland the results vary522

from one case to another, leading to the conclusion that they depend on the523

river morphology. Indeed, the canyoning morphology in the case of Ponte524

Brolla implies that the MFR value is always higher than the threshold given525

by the WUA curve, which results in a maximum value for the fish habitat526

suitability indicator. For Cauco, the foreseen amelioration for the ecohy-527

drological indicator is the most important, it goes from 8.6% for the period528

1983-2012 to 22.8% for the period 2070-2099 but the gain in energy produc-529

tion is the lowest (around 1%) in comparison to the two other case studies.530

Buseno and Ponte Brolla show some similar potential gains in energy pro-531

duction (around 2%) but for the latter the ecohydrological improvement is532

almost irrelevant (between 0.0% and 0.1%).533
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Appendix544

Graphical User Interface (GUI) (Figure 2) has been developed using545

the software Matlab to facilitate the data treatment and the selection of546

the optimal water allocation functions among the different scenarios (non-547

proportional, proportional and MFRs repartition rules). This tool takes the548
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natural river hydrograph and the hydropower plant features (efficiency func-549

tion, design flow, etc) as inputs. The desired water allocation policies as well550

as the ecological threshold can also be set. The user-friendly architecture551

of the GUI (freely available to any user that wants to reservedly test the552

performances of his own cases1) makes the model particularly suitable for553

stakeholder planning, for water managers operations or for academic pur-554

poses.555

Numerical simulations were performed in order to model the different al-556

location functions. The natural daily flow, I(t), was redistributed between557

the hydropower plant and the river by simulating Eqs(1-3) according to the558

selected Fermi function and for the entire time series of I(t). For each sce-559

nario, the energy production and the ecohydrological indicators were com-560

puted based on the generated flows Q1 and Q2, respectively. The same pro-561

cedure was repeated for the whole set of selected Fermi function parameters562

as well as for the proportional and MFRs repartition rules. As a result, the563

efficiency graph, showing the mean annual energy produced during the an-564

alyzed period versus the ecohydrological indicator, was plotted. The Pareto565

front, representing the ensemble of optimal water allocation scenarios, was566

identified and enhanced with a red line in the efficiency plot.567

The simulations to asses the impact of the climate change have been568

performed in the same way for the three case studies (i.e., Buseno, Cauco569

and Ponte Brolla). The time series of daily streamflow for the three different570

time periods (i.e., 2000, 2050 and 2100) have been generated from the current571

natural data series by applying the trend of the RCP 6.0 scenario described572

in the previous section 2.4.573
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Figure 6: Pareto frontier (red line) and alternatives repartition rules simulated from the
29-years hydrograph (1983-2011) for the Buseno case study. In black are MFR and pro-
portional allocation policies; grey and pink points correspond to non-proportional policies
(a subset of these is shown in Figure 3). The black arrows indicate the improvement in
term of ecohydrological indicator (vertical ones) and energy produced (horizontal ones)
by switching from proportional to non proportional alternatives. The histograms show an
example of sub-indicators performances of a proportional (10%) and a non-proportional
alternative (green point on the Pareto frontier). The colored curves in the central panel
represent the Fermi functions obtained for the three effcient non proportional alternatives
to the 10% policy. In the table, the percentages of improvement in ecohydrological indica-
tor and energy production of the non-proportional alternatives NP1, NP2 and NP3 with
respect to the 10% proportional rule are shown.
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Figure 7: Overview of the alternatives simulated, and the relative Pareto frontiers, for the
three case studies under the three considered climatic scenarios (RCP 6.0). Equal weights
were assigned for ecohydrological indicators. Colours and symbols are the same of Figure
6.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity analysis showing the gain in power production (blue curve) and
ecohydrological indicator (red curve) with respect to proportional policies and obtained
by changing the sub-indicator weighting factors w1, w3 and w5 as described in Section 2.2.
Pictures of the river reach morphologies corresponding to the three case studies are also
shown.
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